Español 2
Extended learning points
Semestre 1: 2019-2020
Due Monday, January 27 in class
As a way to recuperate a few points while strengthening your reading comprehension and writing skills in
Spanish you may opt to do 1 or both of the following. Maximum points earned is 20 but full points only
given for exceptional work.
Opción 1
Go back through your El mundo en tus manos editions and choose 1 article that really interested
you. Research the topic/event. What has happened since the original article was printed? What additional
details or background can you learn about? Are there any connections or parallels you can make to
something else you have learned in Spanish class, or elsewhere?
Create an infographic/flow chart/diagram showing off what you have learned. Yes, in Spanish (but
your Spanish, keep it simple). It should include lots of text and be detailed. (up to 10 pts)
Opción 2
Design a mini comic book/graphic novel that is fan fiction based on Wooly characters. 20 strong
sentences minimum. (What happened to Víctor after Confesión de Víctor?/ Did Justin from No voy a
levantarme ever get revenge on his mom?/ What happened after we left Víctor in Amnesia with the Ganga
girsl?). Use presente or pretérito as needed, rich vocabulary, and Spanish 2 level sentences. (up to 10 pts)

Rubric: (points may be given along the scale of 0 to 10 based on the benchmarks below)
10 puntos- Complete, and thorough work that indicates effort and care. Demonstrates high level of skill
utilizing relevant grammar and vocabulary. Few errors that impede comprehension. Creative and original.
5 puntos- Partially complete. Shows some effort. May not have followed instructions well. Some errors
impede comprehension. Shows some understanding of how to utilize grammar and vocabulary in an
appropriate way to support ideas. Little creativity. Some of work seems unoriginal (Google translate,
”help” from friend, etc.)
0 puntos- Not own work. Turned in past final due date. Did not complete one of the options for activities.

